The study of emergence - the idea that certain systems are more than the sum of their parts, and that “a small number of rules or laws can generate systems of surprising complexity” - is a relatively new branch of science. It is closely associated with complexity theory. A key feature that language shares with other complex systems is that it exhibits emergent properties. As Diane Larsen-Freeman puts it, ‘Language is not fixed, but is rather a dynamic system. Language evolves and changes ... [it] grows and organises itself from the bottom up in an organic way, as do other complex systems.’ The processes by which language ‘grows and organises itself’ are thought to be processes that - rather than being language-specific - are basic to human cognition and hence to all learning. Second language learning, too, probably shares many of the emergent properties of first language acquisition, and, if left to its own devices, will “just grow”. But for most learners, direct intervention on the part of the teacher is necessary, if the full potential of this complex and dynamic system is to be realised.
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